
ICON Data Product 2.4: FUV Daytime

This document describes the data product for ICON FUV Daytime, which is in NetCDF4 format.

This describes the data product for ICON FUV Daytime O/N2 (DP 2.4), which is in NetCDF4 format. The ratio of
oxygen to nitrogen in the thermosphere is obtained from the two channels of ICON FUV instrument data in,
through an inversion process described in https://doi.org/10.1007/s11214-018-0477-6. NOTE: In this, the initial
release of the data, only the disk parameters are included. These files are named
ICON_L2-4_FUV_Day_YYYY-MM-DD_vXXrZZZ.NC, where YYYY-MM-DD is the year month day and vXX
shows the version number and ZZZ shows the revision number of this file. Each individual file nominally
contains 1 day (24 hours) of data. The L2 FUV Daytime files are produced from the L1 FUV files. In addition,
many other parameters and geophysical data products are included in the file. All variables within the file are
described in their Var_notes attribute. The data are identified in one of 3 var_types: data – which contains the
primary data product; support data – which contains parameters used in the retrieval such as geometry etc. that
may also be useful in any analysis of this data; and ignore_data – which are recorded for debugging purposes
and should not be used for publication without detailed discussion with the ICON team. The dimensions of the
data also indicate its type. For example, anything with epoch as a dimension means there is 1 value
corresponding to each instrument exposure. Anything with dimension Input_data corresponds to the input data,
passed from Level 1. Anything with a dimension of model refers to the forward model parameters used as part
of the inversion. Anything with dimension altitude corresponds to the altitude grid used for the inverted
parameters.

NetCDF files contain variables and the dimensions over which those variables are defined. First, the
dimensions are defined, then all variables in the file are described.

Dimensions
The dimensions used by the variables in this file are given below, along with nominal sizes. Note that the size
may vary from file to file. For example, the "Epoch" dimension, which describes the number of time samples
contained in this file, will have a varying size.

Dimension Name Nominal Size

Disk Retrieval Flag 3

Covariance Matrix 2nd Dimension 9

Input Data 84

Altitude 1

Covariance Matrix 1st Dimension 9

Epoch 5812

Model Initial Values 11



Variables
Variables in this file are listed below. First, "data" variables are described, followed by the "support_data"
variables, and finally the "metadata" variables. The variables classified as "ignore_data" are not shown.

data

Variable Name Description Units Dimensions

ICON_L24_disk_ON2 Retrieved disk column O/N2

Retrieved column O/N2 ratio on the disk

Dimens
ionless

Epoch

ICON_L24_disk_sigma

_ON2

Retrieved disk column O/N2 uncertainty

Uncertainty in retrieved column O/N2 ratio on the disk, based

on spread in reported uncertainty in input data

Dimens
ionless

Epoch

support_data

Variable Name Description Units Dimensions

Epoch Milliseconds since 1970-01-01 00:00:00 UTC

Time corresponding to the center of each observation, in

milliseconds since Jan 1 1970.

millisec
onds

Epoch

ICON_L24_UTC_Time Date and Time in UTC format

UTC time corresponding to the retrieved parameters, in string

format, as a function of time, in the format:

2017-05-27/00:00:01.435

string Epoch

ICON_L24_F107a F10.7a used in retreival

Unscaled value of F10.7a used as an input to the inversion

process, as a function of time. These data are from ftp://ftp.seis

mo.nrcan.gc.ca/spaceweather/solar_flux/fluxtable.txt. These

are the solar radio flux values tabulated from the Space

Weather Canada which is a part of Natural Resources Canada.

sfu Epoch

ICON_L24_F107 F10.7 used in retreival

Unscaled value of F10.7 used as an input to the inversion

process, as a function of time. These data are from ftp://ftp.seis

mo.nrcan.gc.ca/spaceweather/solar_flux/fluxtable.txt. These

are the solar radio flux values tabulated from the Space

Weather Canada which is a part of Natural Resources Canada.

sfu Epoch

ICON_L24_Ap Ap used in retreival

Value of Ap used in the forward model, as a function of time.

These data are from

http://www-app3.gfz-potsdam.de/kp_index/. These are the

tabulated Kp values from GFZ German Research Centre for

Geosciences at the Helmholtz Centre Potsdam.

index Epoch



Variable Name Description Units Dimensions

ICON_L24_Observator

y_Latitude

Observatory Latitude

Geodetic latitude (WGS84) of the spacecraft at the time

corresponding to the middle of each FUV image, in degrees

degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_Observator

y_Longitude

Observatory Longitude

Geodetic longitude (WGS84) of the spacecraft at the time

corresponding to the middle of each FUV image, in degrees

degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_Observator

y_Altitude

Observatory Altitude

Geodetic altitude (WGS84) of the spacecraft at the time

corresponding to the middle of each FUV image, in kilometers

km Epoch

ICON_L24_1356_emiss

ion

Disk short wave emission

Short wave disk column emisison rate

Rayleig
hs

Epoch

ICON_L24_lbh_emissi

on

Disk long wave emission

Long wave disk column emisison rate

Rayleig
hs

Epoch

ICON_L24_disk_latit

ude

Retrieved disk latitude

Geodetic latitude (WGS84) corresponding to disk retrieval

Degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_disk_longi

tude

Retrieved disk longitude

Geodetic longitude (WGS84) corresponding to disk retrieval

Degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_disk_SZA Retrieved disk SZA

Solar zenith angle corresponding to disk retrieval

Degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_Local_Sola

r_Time_Disk

Local time on the disk

Local solar time of the retrieval on the disk, in hours

hours Epoch

ICON_L24_disk_LOS_z

en_angle

Retrieved disk LOS zenith angle

Line of sight zenith angle corresponding to disk retrieval

Degree
s

Epoch

ICON_L24_Instrument

_Mode_Flag

Data collection mode

Data collection mode of FUV instrument 1 = Dayside science 2

= Nightside science 3 = Calibration 4 = Nadir 5 = Conjugate 6 =

Stars 7 = Ram 8 = Off Target 9 = Engineering 13 = Unknown

N/A Epoch

ICON_L24_Level_1_Qu

ality_Flag

Quality indicator (also quickly shows times when images
are available)

QUALITY_FLAG is an indicator of data quality = 0 = No errors

or quality conditions, LVLH 1 = No errors or quality conditions,

R-LVLH 2 = Lunar calibration 3 = Insufficient high voltage 4 =

Nadir calibration 5 = Zero wind calibration 6 = Bad pointing 7 =

S/C attitude slew 8 = Conjugate observation 9 = Stellar

calibration 17 = unspecified error condition

N/A Epoch
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